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Turkish Traditional Art Today was first presented by co-curators Glassie and Duffy at MOIFA from 1991-94.
The IU Bloomingtonexhibi-tion, with major funding by the National Endowment for the Humanities, has been
updated with more recent acquisitions. In keeping with Glassie's emphasis on an interpretive
Turkish Artists Inaugurate Special IU Turkish Artists
Turkey today. In the mid-1800s, Armenians, at 2.5 million, comprised a large population in Turkey. However, in 1915 the Turkish govern- ... â€•Art is personal and sacred.â€– Meanwhile, the National Literature
movement sought to remain autonomous from either Eastern or Western influence.
History & Culture of Turkey: Civilization to Modern Republic
Turkish Traditional Art Today, by Henry Glassie. (Indiana University Turkish Studies, Volume 11) 947 pages,
1,115 b&w illustrations, maps, diagrams, glossary ...
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American Anthropologist; American Ethnologist; Annals of Anthropological Practice; Anthropology &
Education Quarterly; Anthropology & Humanism; Anthropology News
Turkish Traditional Art Today - Goin - 1994 - Museum
Traditional Turkish motifs are being used in the design of everyday products. They are used in a wide variety
of areas, such as decoration art, tiles, ceramics, glass and lighting products.
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